
WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LOGICAL AND PHYSICAL ACCESS

TO THE COMPUTER WHY IS THE SECURITY OF BO

Conversely, logical access refers to every other type of computer use, where a user a user far more control over a
system, making it a potential security risk.

Minimize external access windows : A secure room should not have excessively large windows. Guard
Equipment: Keep critical systems separate from general systems: Prioritize equipment based on its criticality
and its role in processing sensitive information see Chapter 2. After some high-profile breaches, technology
vendors have shifted away from single sign-on systems to unified access management, which offers access
controls for on-premises and cloud environments. Hybrid devices that possess both smart card and one-time
password OTP components can help in this scenario, because the OTP does not require workstation software.
Staff should be trained to always err on the cautious side and the organization must support such caution even
when it proves to be inconvenient. These security controls work by identifying an individual or entity,
verifying that the person or application is who or what it claims to be, and authorizing the access level and set
of actions associated with the username or IP address. Limit and monitor access to equipment areas: Keep an
up-to-date list of personnel authorized to access sensitive areas. Ideally, old and unusable buildings are
replaced by modern and more serviceable facilities, but that is not always the case in the real world. Maximize
structural protection: A secure room should have full height walls and fireproof ceilings. The exact type of
logical access control used depends on the entity that owns and administrates the hardware setup. Be
particularly careful with non-essential materials in a secure computer room: Technically, this guideline should
read "no eating, drinking, or smoking near computers," but it is quite probably impossible to convince staff to
implement such a regulation. Denoting physical or electronic equipment that protects tangible aspects of the
site, physical security is effective in stopping unwanted trespassers or unauthorized visitors. Often these rules
are based on conditions, such as time of day or location. Then there's the complexity of combining
heterogeneous systems, upgrading a patchwork of physical access systems, deploying smart cards and
installing workstation software. However, any marriage takes work, and PL convergence is no exception.
Physical access control limits access to campuses, buildings, rooms and physical IT assets. However, its
implementation requires reconfiguration of the building entrance, and also that the user badge out when
leaving the building, which can cause traffic jams at the door on a Friday. Challenges include bringing the
physical and IT security teams together, combining heterogenous systems, and upgrading a patchwork of
physical access systems. These strategies are recommended when risk assessment identifies or confirms the
need to counter potential breaches in the physical security of your system. We offer state-of-the-art physical
access control and logical access control. If authentication is successful, the physical access system unlocks
the door. When using the contactless part of the smart card, the user places the smart card near a door reader.
How can I implement adequate site security when I am stuck in an old and decrepit facility? These controls
might include the use of sophisticated password programs, advanced biometric security features or other
methods that effectively identify and screen users. Recognize that some countermeasures are ideals and may
not be feasible if, for example, your organization is housed in an old building. Shared networks monitor who
modifies documents and records users logging in for reference later if fraud is suspected. Logical, physical
security integration challenges Integrating physical and IT security can reap considerable benefits for an
organization, including enhanced efficiency and compliance plus improved security. One common identity
management trend--regardless of any PL convergence goals--is the coupling of stronger authentication
systems like smart cards with eSSO systems because itmitigates the "keys to the kingdom" problem. A
building does not need to feel like a fort to be safe. However, ease of transition must be carefully balanced
with security. Plan emergency access Employees will lose their smart cards or leave them at home and get
locked out of buildings and IT systems. Policy Issues Physical security requires that building site s be
safeguarded in a way that minimizes the risk of resource theft and destruction. Physical and logical
convergence sounds good to many IT security professionals, but there is some confusion about what it really
is. Your risk assessment results should arm you with the information required to make sound decisions.
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Countermeasures come in a variety of sizes, shapes, and levels of complexity. Another issue for most
organizations is that they are not equipped to support egress badging, in which users badge out when they
leave the building. Without integrating the CMS and provisioning systems, the organization opts to maintain
two distinct islands of identity, each with a separate set of management processes.


